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Coming Soon - International Tour Registration Open July 5 - 19, 2016
REGISTRATION AND LOTTERY: In 2014 we ended up with two Bike and Barge Tours. This happened because 56
folks registered for 18 spots for the one tour offered, so a second tour was created. This tour was filled with folks from
the Wait List for the first tour. For 2017 there will be two distinctly different Bike and Barge Tours, though they both
start and end in Amsterdam. The first, May 27-June 6, will circle south and then east towards Nijmegen before heading north towards Arnhem and Deventer and west back to Amsterdam. We are calling this the Heart of Holland Tour
(see full description). The second tour, June 7-17 starts in Amsterdam and goes north before heading across the
Ijseelmeer (inland sea) to the NE corner of The Netherlands (Friesland) and one of the barrier islands (Terschelling).
From there we work our way south and east before heading back around the south end of the Ijsselmeer back to
where we started (see full description).
You will have the opportunity to register for either or both tours which run back-to-back. Registrants will have to pay a
$1,000 deposit per tour at the time of registration. We presume that with each tour only being able to accommodate
22 participants, both will end up going to a lottery. Initial registration, lottery and wait list for each tour will be kept separate. Pegasus registrants who are fortunate enough to be selected for both tours will have 5 days to select one.
(Once the selection is made, one of your deposits will be fully refunded). Movement from one tour to another may be
possible under very limited circumstances.
Again just to be clear, you may register for both tours but you will only be allowed to
join one, unless we don’t get the anticipated sign-up.

Price Increase for All 2017 International Tours
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As you all know, we are brand-new to running our own not-for-profit bike touring com- Eastern Washington Tour Report ...... 2-3
pany and so there is a steep learning curve. We were unaware of the serious cost
differential in liability insurance between a domestic tour and an international tour. We therefore have had to raise the
price of the Geneva-Nice Tour by 10% from $1950 to $2145 and a smaller 3% increase for the two Bike and Barge
Tours from $1875 to $1925. We regret having to do this but there is no way we can totally absorb that increase in
premium payments. Since all three tours are limited to a relatively small number of participants, it is harder to spread
this cost out. Since we aren’t trying to make any money off of our tours, even with these higher prices we believe
these tours are still a really good deal!

Special International Tour Cancellation/Refund Policy
We have already made and will continue to make non-refundable deposits to the barge operator and vendor for the
Geneva-Nice tours. We therefore will need to implement a stricter cancellation policy. We strongly encourage you to
purchase travel insurance to protect your investment. Please make sure you have carefully read and fully understand the International Tours Refund/Cancellation Policy.

DON’T FORGET, INITIAL REGISTRATION FOR THE THREE INTERNATIONAL
TOURS OPENS JULY 5TH AND WILL RUN THROUGH JULY 19TH, 2016. IF THESE
TOURS AREN’T FULL BY JULY 20TH THEY WILL REMAIN OPEN UNTIL FULL.
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2016 Tour Openings
We still have some spots open on the Oregon Over and Back, Rogue River Ramble and the North Utah Scenic By-Ways Tours. Are you interested as to the status of a particular 2016 Pegasus Bike Tour? Check it out!

Eastern Washington Tour Report—June 2-6, 2016
A cool, refreshing morning with mostly clear blue skies as everyone loads their vehicles at our overnight lodging, the Lakeside Lodge,
and drive the 3 miles to the Walmart parking lot to begin our 4 day adventure. Winds the day before were blustery to the extent that all
of Lake Chelan was frosted with white caps. Not bad conditions for a ride if you
have the wind at your back. Fortunately we did this morning with breezes that
have subsided from the day before. This is the fourth time I’ve done this outing,
with several tour groups, always finding it an adventure. First time, or tenth time,
never the same as terrain, weather and ridership always create a different experience. A good challenge, always, averaging 75 miles a day.
Though not a race, just a ride, you still experience that first day excitement as
you check out at the Penske and head out on your own or with others. When
and with whom you will be riding the next few days will constantly change and is
part of the intrigue of tours. This day we head down the road to Apple Acres
Drive, hang a left and start our journey over and down to the Columbia River via
a steep descent which offers great views of this incredible river. Very much a
theme of the tour, many rivers will keep us company. I enjoy the aroma and
company of the Columbia as we work our way to Pateros for our first SAG stop.
Always good and appropriate food and refreshment. Fruit, cakes, nuts, sweets,
bread, peanut butter, drinks and liquid replenishment for your bottles. Never has
my refrigerator been so stocked. Then off again, hooking into the Methow River
and heading up stream. Ridership begins to change along this section as you transition to gradual and long incline alongside the
Methow. The ride has begun. Lunch at 42 miles with Carol Nussbaum and daughter, Robin,
providing a terrific spread. You may gain weight on this tour, or perhaps not, as weather may
be an issue? Following lunch we ride fairly level roadway for a few miles before angling off on
Lower Beaver Creek Road and our rendezvous with SR-20 and ascent up Loup Loup Pass
at elevation 4,018’. A guaranteed grind and challenge of 9 miles before the summit and your
reward, the SAG and its stores. Thank you Robin! Following is a long, wonderful descent
before you’re challenged with an abrupt reversal up Little Loup Loup Pass for a few hundred
feet before reaching a plateau and, then, mostly an easy descent the rest of the day. The
ride up Loup Loup Pass displays evidence of recent years’ forest fires. Most forest remains,
but many burnt out groves stand witness to the devastation while new ground cover, shrubbery and lupine highlight a restoration to the forest. We head down more slopes before
reaching the town of Okanogan where we find, to our great disappointment, the region’s best
ice cream store is closed, for unknown reasons. Heavy sigh . . . then down the road a few
miles following yet another river, the Okanogan before arriving in Omak and our destination
at the Best Western. This evening, for the first time in my experience, the afternoon meeting is held inside. The weather is beginning to
heat up. This will be a continuing theme as the tour progresses.
Next morning we head for our destination, the sleepy old gold mining town
of Republic. Riding a quiet roadway up and above highway 97 you enjoy
the serenity of early morning riding. We quickly arrive at the very small
town of Riverside where Ralph, our tour guide, has suggested we might
pause at an old general store which offers interesting oddities such as belly
button lint stored in glass jars. Sorry Ralph, I’ll pass on this opportunity
once again! After a segment on Hwy 97 we cut on to a quiet, winding roadway and continue our way along the Okanogan River to the town of Tonasket for a ‘refuel’ prior to the days challenge, Waucanda Pass. Refueled,
we hook directly onto SR-20 and start a fairly steep ascent for a mile or so,
then a slightly lesser grade while working our way up towards the pass
which will be at 4310’. This is a beautiful climb. Dry at first, but changing to
lush green rolling land and farms with open passage and then ultimately
over to the ‘town’ of Waucanda. The town consists of a building, housing a
now closed restaurant, an active post office and an outside covered area
which, at one time, served to shade fuel pumps. For us, a great spot to
stop for lunch, stay cool and be protected from the sun. On a past tour I
once arrived in Waucanda extremely cold, wet and miserable with temperatures in the mid 40’s. The store, complete with pot bellied
stove served as shelter to warm, dry off and drink a cup of java before continuing the journey. Weather can drastically change on the
pass. We hit a very good day! Another super lunch provided by our spectacular hosts, Carol and Robin. Then decision time for all. The
choice of a relatively short 17 mile ride with elevation gain a few more hundred feet to the summit and then a beautiful descent down
and into the town of Republic, or the longer but very scenic route through the Toroda Creek and Kettle River Valleys with additional 30+
miles of riding. Republic has been described as being a small town with not too much to offer. Don’t know if I’m in the minority, but I’ve
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always enjoyed its rustic charm. It’s hot this day, even at an elevation of 2569’. Once ‘survivors’ of the longer 102 miler drag themselves in it’s time for the late afternoon meeting. Inside, of course, as it’s desperately hot outdoors. For dinner, Esther’s, a very nice
Mexican restaurant, or Freckles’ Gourmet BBQ with open air seating, bar, wooden bench with
table charm.
Next day, the incredible Sanpoil River Valley. Just a lovely scenic cruise out of Republic with
average one percent decline most of the 47 miles to lunch alongside the Sanpoil River where
the river widens, appearing like a lake as its water begins to converge with Lake Roosevelt
another 7 miles down the roadway. The whole experience of this segment, along with a beautifully shaded park and lunch area along the river truly are a highlight on the trip. From here,
once again, decision time for all members. Go long, which means ahead to Lake Roosevelt
(formed behind Grand Coulee Dam) where a ferry will transport you across the lake to a waiting and very challenging climb, in extremely hot weather, up to high plateau and farm country
with rolling fields and zero protection from the elements, or alternately, a shorter ride towards
Lake Roosevelt and turning up a steep and fairly long climb via Manilla Creek Rd. While I did
not experience the shorter route, I understand it offered outstanding vertical challenge and gorgeous views. Either way, all are headed to a common destination, our motel at the base of the
Grand Coulee in extremely hot weather of over 100 degrees. Relief on the longer ride comes at a
wonderfully shaded golf course outside the town of Wilbur. Robin sets up the SAG under a marvelously large and shading tree having hauled 2 portable tables across the roadway, down a steep
embankment and over to the base of the tree. Then 3 coolers filled with remnants of the remaining
water supply and wonderfully cool canned drinks. Tables spread with nuts, and fruit and cakes,
and oh my, thank you again Robin! Ultimately all survived and we made our final approach into
Grand Coulee above Lake Roosevelt. A late afternoon and indoor meeting after which we’re all
shuttled up above the dam to Pepper Jack’s Restaurant for a wonderful buffet dinner provided by
Pegasus Bike Tours. Chicken, lasagna, baked potatoes, green beans, assorted salads, lemonade,
lemonade, lemonade (I rehydrated, big time) and desserts. Sandy Thompson took opportunity to
present thank you cards, signed by all, to our ride leaders Ralph and Pam Austin, and our SAG support Carol and Robin. Yes, indeed,
thank you very much! Then happy birthdays to Claire Kline and Ed Wong, neither of whom protested when receiving their royal Burger King ‘type’ crowns from Robin.

The morning of our final day we’re greeted with a full breakfast compliments of, and prepared by
Ralph, Carol, Pam and Robin. Plenty of scrambled egg, toast and jam, juice, fruits and cereal to
set you up for the day’s challenge. Another thank you! Then a rude, but anticipated steep climb
directly out of the motel parking lot on up past the dam and reaching a short flat before settling
into a few miles of continued uphill roadway which meanders and works its way towards an elusive top. There is little mercy. Offered along this stretch, for those so inclined, a bonus 2.7 mile
side trip you may take to a terrific overlook facing back to the great Grand Coulee dam. Ultimately the ascent does crest and you enter into high plateau where ranchlands can be seen
extending for miles in all directions. This whole region, on multiple occasions during the last ice
age, was awash with mammoth flooding created from melting ice that backed up into giant naturally formed dams which would then burst sending massive walls of water from as far away as
what is now Missoula, MT. These cascades picked up and carried everything in their path,
ultimately depositing their debris in random fashion for display in all that surrounds you
throughout the high plateau region. This includes rolling terrain, fertile farm soil and fascinating piles of igneous rock which are seen speckling the landscape. Many of the rock formations are as large as houses, with some sitting dead smack in the middle of fields or accompanying you alongside the roadway. Fascinating stuff as you make
your way down the road with all its long and giant rollers and full panoramic view to the distant snow capped Cascade Mountain Range.
Lunch and relief from intense sun and heat welcome you as you arrive
in the farming community of Mansfield. Here await a wonderfully tree
shaded park with cool grass and constant prairie breeze for keeping
you comfortable. Following lunch is a 12 mile stretch of plateau and rise
before one more climb to McNeil Pass at 3,110’, and a final SAG stop.
Here you compose yourself before a hair raising 5 mile, 12 percent drop down McNeil Canyon to the mighty Columbia. Then across the river on an old trestle bridge where, for one last time, you’re asked to make a final ascent up a fairly long and steep roadway with shouldering cliffs which efficiently catch the sun for a final baking.
Oh, the humanity!
A couple of miles, and back to the Walmart parking lot. Four packed days filled with fun and adventure. Variety of
terrain and climatic zone. Mountains, passes, plateaus, valleys, rivers, panoramas and communities. Well organized with fine leadership. New, and renewed friendships. Gotta love it. For those who were on the tour, there are many more great tour pictures taken by
Dave Olausen and others at: https://2016pegasuseasternwashtour.shutterfly.com/
Tour Report by Bob Fountain
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